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Ireland is Facing a Potential
Health Crisis from its Newly

Installed Network of
5G Antennas

by Jeremy James

As we showed at some length in an earlier paper (#178), 5G technology, on which the

ultra-fast Internet of the future will operate, is harmful to human health. Depending

on which frequencies are used by a 5G transmitter (antenna), and whether or not it is

used as part of an array pulsating in step with other antennas, it can incapacitate and

kill a healthy person.

Here is how Wikipedia describes this new technology:

“5G is the fifth generation of wireless communications technologies

supporting cellular data networks. A much heralded improvement to previous

technologies, advocates claim it will revolutionize mobile communications and

accelerate the advent of the Internet of Things (IoT). Large scale adoption

began in 2019 and today virtually every telecommunication service provider

in the developed world is upgrading its infrastructure to offer 5G

functionality.”
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The SIRO Rollout Program
At a meeting in October, 2019, the councillors at Wicklow County Council voted by 17

to 8 to put on hold the installation of 5G antennas in the county pending the enactment

by Dáil Eireann of legislation that would ensure the technology was safe. They cited

the Precautionary Principle in support of their position, claiming that the public

should not be exposed to powerful electromagnetic radiation until any doubts and

questions about its safety had been fully addressed by independent scientific studies.

The Irish Government brushed aside this decision – which reflected the concerns of

thousands of citizens in the county – and approved the immediate installation of 5G

antennas across the country as a whole. This capital-intensive program is being carried

out with great haste by a company called SIRO, which was set up solely for this

purpose. It is owned jointly by the national electricity supplier, ESB, and the

international telecommunications giant, Vodafone. A 5G network is now installed and

“live” in Dublin, Cork, Galway, Limerick, Kilkenny, Athlone and at least 15 other large

towns and urban areas across Ireland.

Screenshot from the SIRO website.

One town as an example
We should reflect on the haste with which this nationwide implementation is

progressing. For example, up to a few weeks ago, the town of Greystones in Co Wicklow

had no 5G antennas. Today it has scores of them.

No-one in the community of Greystones (population 18,000) was consulted about this.

Furthermore, the installation of these devices is contrary to the decision made by

Wicklow County Council in October 2019.

Screenshot from the SIRO website.
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We provide, in the attached Appendix, a map of where these 5G devices have been

installed in the center of Greystones, photos of the locations concerned, and proof that

they are made by CommScope and installed by SIRO.

Based in N Carolina, CommScope is a giant corporation in the world of

telecommunications. It was bought by the Carlyle Group in 2010 and removed from

the New York Stock Exchange. A small group of people are making staggering profits

from this company. (The Carlyle Group held its investor conference in 2001 on

September 11th. Its guest of honor at the conference was a senior member of the Bin

Laden family.)

Screenshot from the SIRO website with the ‘good news’ about Greystones.

World politicians predict a huge number of deaths
5G technology has also been extensively installed across the UK. When the British

Prime Minister, Boris Johnson, predicts a massive explosion in the number of reported

cases of Covid-19 in the coming months, he knows what he is talking about.

Let us explain. The symptoms of 5G poisoning are the same as those of Covid-19. If

these 5G arrays are deployed in “beamforming” mode in the 60 GHz range, which is

quite easy to do, they can blanket the surrounding area with harmful radiation.

Depending on the length of exposure, victims will experience serious distress, notably

difficulty breathing, extreme fatigue and a high temperature.
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CommScope revealed (18 February 2020) that there is

currently a surge of 5G rollouts around the world.

The public is NOT being told this.

Screenshot from the CommScope website.

The “surge” coincides with the sudden appearance of a worldwide

‘virus’ that just happens to cause the same symptoms

as 5G radiation in the 60GHz range.

Beamforming
Here is how Wikipedia defines beamforming:

“Beamforming, as the name suggests, is used to direct radio waves to a target.

This is achieved by combining elements in an antenna array in such a way

that signals at particular angles experience constructive interference while

others experience destructive interference. This improves signal quality and

data transfer speeds. 5G uses beamforming due to the improved signal quality

it provides. Beamforming can be accomplished using phased array antennas.”
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Anyone who has read our recent papers, including #178, will know that this is not idle

speculation. Many reputable scientists have warned that this technology could be

abused in this way if it fell into the wrong hands. Well, it has been in the wrong hands

for a long time, controlled by corporations who are prepared to use it in a subversive

and revolutionary way to tighten their hold over mankind.

Breaking the backbone of the Old World Order
Under the cover of Covid-19, the masterminds behind the coming New World Order

are currently shutting down entire countries and confining people to their own homes

under a form of legally enforcible house arrest (As of 26 March, roughly one third of

the population of the entire world is under some form of mobility restriction). This has

the potential to destroy the Western economy and the international banking system.

In addition to this, the masterminds have unlimited control over a powerful

electromagnetic technology – the international 5G network – which can be used to

make millions of people seriously ill and overload the hospital systems of any country

they choose. It can even be used to cause death on a significant scale.

Where is this leading? Well, these countries – notably the US and those of Western

Europe – are the backbone of the “old world order”. They must be “transformed” if the

New World Order, the goal of Marxism, is to be achieved. They could go about this

slowly, Fabian-style – and they have achieved significant results so far using this

approach – but they now appear to be landing a hammer blow, or possibly a series of

hammer blows. As far as we can tell, Communist countries will not be affected to nearly

the same extent.

Screenshot from the CommScope website.
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This is all part of the Marxist plan to take control of the world. They have perfected the

dark art of murder by stealth. Most of those who will die in the coming “epidemics”

will have no idea how this crime was carried out. Those who survive will be too

frightened to think for themselves. Instead they will be lining up for the vaccine and

begging their governments to work with the UN to create a One World Government

which alone (they believe) can solve all these terrifying problems.

Beware of the vaccine
Universal uptake of the vaccine for ‘Covid-19’ will be a major outcome for the

sociopaths behind the New World Order. It will likely contain the pathogens and

micro-technology which they have determined will facilitate total control (“herding”

and “culling”) of the world population. It will also include elements that will either

sterilize the target population, including ethnic groups, or introduce new diseases that

will accelerate depopulation.

Their leading theoreticians, such as Henry Kissinger, have long stated that the

population of the world must be drastically reduced, by covert means if necessary. The

maximum “sustainable” population, in their view, is a billion or less. Seven billion

people are therefore earmarked for liquidation in due course by one means or another.

[Please see our papers #175 and #205 for a look at the way vaccines have been used to

weaken, sterilize, and maim unsuspecting populations.]
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Christians will recognize how well this lines up with the baleful prophetic scenario

given in the Book of Revelation. It is difficult to say how much of this genocidal activity

will occur before the Tribulation, but given the number of civilians who were murdered

by their own governments in the 20th century, we know that the leaders of the World

Revolution will have no reservations about murdering millions of innocent people in

the years immediately ahead.

House arrest
By keeping the entire population under house arrest, the authorities in each country

are able to proceed with the rapid installation of 5G antennas inside public buildings,

schools, colleges, hospitals, etc without attracting undue attention. They are also

making it easier to irradiate the population in a managed way by ensuring that no-one

travels too far from their home. Anyone who did might find that their symptoms began

to abate, or disappear entirely, as soon as they entered an area remote from 5G

antennas.

Symptoms
On his popular website, End of the American Dream (23 March 2020), Michael

Snyder cited 5 “stories” of Coronavirus survivors. Four of them gave details of the

symptoms they experienced:

#1 [Woman aged 26]

“That night I woke up in the middle of the night with chills, vomiting, and

shortness of breath. By Monday, I could barely speak more than a few

words without feeling like I was gasping for air. I couldn’t walk to the

bathroom without panting as if I’d run a mile. On Monday evening, I tried

to eat, but found I couldn’t get enough oxygen while doing so. Any task

that was at all anxiety-producing — even resetting my MyChart password

to communicate with my doctor — left me desperate for oxygen.”

#2 [Man aged 55]

“Imagine your lungs turning solid. It’s like suffocating without holding

your nose,” said Harris, who owns an auto body shop and typically runs 5

miles every day…Every time I lay down, my breathing gets lower and

lower. I thought my lungs would fail me. I was screaming for mercy and

praying to God.”

#3 [Man aged 25]

A Welshman who caught the coronavirus in China has described how the

deadly disease hit him “like a train” leaving him “suffocating” and in

blinding pain for weeks. From Llandudno, he got ill while working as an

English teacher in Wuhan. The 25-year-old described how it started as

“just a sniffle” on November 25 – a month before authorities officially

announced the virus – but over the next three-and-a-half weeks he got

increasingly ill and was unable to move.
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#4 [Woman aged 39]

“It’s like having glass in your lungs, it’s hard to explain, but every breath

is a battle…It’s absolutely horrible and I wouldn’t want to go through

anything like this ever again. I’d been ill for about five days before I was

taken to hospital in an ambulance…I’d originally been diagnosed with a

chest infection and given antibiotics…”

These are not symptoms associated with a known contagious disease or flu-type.

However, the four cases all have one thing in common – a sudden loss of the ability to

take in oxygen through the lungs. This would normally be associated with pneumonia,

but that happens only because the lungs fill with fluid. In these cases their lungs had

no time to fill with fluid, nor do the survivors describe any symptoms which suggest

that this was happening. One man said it was like having “glass in your lungs”, not

fluid. This is not indicative of pneumonia but of numerous points of localized pain, not

unlike the severe discomfort experienced by someone having a serious asthmatic

attack. Other descriptive terms were used which denoted acute respiratory distress –

“gasping for air”, “desperate for oxygen”, “suffocating without holding your nose”,

“every breath is a battle”. These are all asthmatic symptoms.

At 60 GHz, electromagnetic radiation (EMR) operates at a frequency that causes

oxygen molecules to resonate. This is why, for telecommunications purposes, it cannot

be used over distances greater than a 1,000 yards or so. The signal breaks up in the

atmosphere as it strikes more and more oxygen molecules. Over shorter distances,

however, this is not a problem, but it IS a problem for humans in the vicinity who

depend on the body’s ability to take in O2 molecules via the vesicles in their lungs. The

hemoglobin in our red blood cells has difficulty extracting the oxygen since the

molecules, which are being struck continuously by 60 GHz EMR, are in an agitated or

“excited” state. The complex extraction process is greatly hampered by this kind of

resistance.
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Schematic of the process by which our red blood cells

capture oxygen from the vesicles in our lungs.

This is why acute respiratory distress from a high-energy source of EMR can occur

suddenly. In the first case, the woman woke in the middle of the night with severe

symptoms, while another victim said it hit him “like a train.” Another said that, every

time he lay down, his breathing got “lower and lower.” This would suggest that his bed

was in a ‘hot zone’ and that he might have found relief by moving to a different location.

As we showed in our earlier paper (#178) 5G does not need to be used in a

“weaponized” mode to cause adverse health effects. Even at lower frequencies it

interferes with the body’s electro-chemical system, especially our nerves and cognitive

performance. Within a short time – months, not years – it can induce a state of chronic

fatigue and weakened immune function, increased levels of stress, depression,

insomnia, persistent headaches, digestive problems, and a much higher risk of cancer.

It can also cause sterility – no conception, no children – which on a national scale

would amount to a silent genocide.

CONCLUSION
We are hearing more and more references in the media to the ‘epicenter’ of the virus.

First it was Wuhan, then northern Italy, and, next, seemingly, the US. But pandemics

don’t have moving epicenters. They spread out indiscriminately in an ever-widening

circle – which is exactly what this so-called virus is not doing.

It could turn out that the current ‘pandemic’ scare is intended to program the masses

to do exactly as they are told when the next ‘pandemic’ scare comes around – as it

surely will, possibly as a resurgent phase of the current panic. The sociopaths behind

the New World Order like to control everything at every step, and mass conditioning

of the population is part of that process.

***
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“The LORD is righteous in all his ways,

and holy in all his works.

The LORD is nigh unto all them that call upon him,

to all that call upon him in truth.

He will fulfil the desire of them that fear him:

he also will hear their cry, and will save them.

The LORD preserveth all them that love him:

but all the wicked will he destroy.

My mouth shall speak the praise of the LORD:

and let all flesh bless his holy name for ever and ever.”

– Psalm 145:17-21

May He bless you and keep you.

_________________________

Jeremy James

Ireland

March 26, 2020

- SPECIAL REQUEST -

Regular readers are encouraged to download the papers on this

website for safekeeping and future reference. They may not always

be available. Papers for each year from 2009 to 2019 may also be

downloaded in a single file, or possibly two, from www.archive.org

(Use search term ‘Jeremy James’).

We are rapidly moving into an era where material of this kind may

be obtained only via email. Readers who wish to be included on a

future mailing list are welcome to contact me at the following email

address:- jeremypauljames@gmail.com.

For further information visit www.zephaniah.eu

Copyright Jeremy James 2020
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APPENDIX A

Screenshot from the CommScope website.

Map showing most (but not all) of the 5G antennas installed in central Greystones.
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#1 #2 #3

#4 #5 #6, #7, and #8

#9 #11 between #2 and #3
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antenna on #5 antenna on #6 antenna on #6 [side view]

COMMSCOPE [manufacturer, based in N Carolina]

SIRO [company installing antennas]. Plaque on #10


